
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
CHARLES NEIDICH · Clarinetist/Conductor 
Reviews / Quotes 

Quotes 

“One of the finest chamber players today.” 

The Washington Post 

 “He’s an artist of uncommon  merit -- a master of his instrument and, beyond that, an interpreter who keeps listeners 
hanging on each phrase.” 

The New Yorker 

Reviews 

“The veteran Carter exponents Charles Neidich and Ayako Oshima played the premiere of ''Hiyoku,'' a compact, 
vibrant clarinet duo, rather like a breathless conversation between a couple bursting with things to say, a quality the 
performers, who are married, conveyed quite naturally.” 

Anthony Tommasini,  
“Catching Up With Elliott Carter.”  The New York Times April 22, 2002 

“After the intermission Mr. Neidich rejoined the ensemble for the Brahms Clarinet Quintet (Op. 115), playing a replica 
of a clarinet used by Richard Mühlfeld, for whom Brahms wrote the work. Compared with the smoothly homogenous 
tone of a modern instrument, Mr. Neidich’s reconstruction sounded brighter and more richly textured. 

But novel as the timbre was, the performance’s real selling points were Mr. Neidich’s meltingly beautiful phrasing, the 
enveloping warmth of the quartet’s tone and the unfailing precision of the collaboration.” 

Allan Kozinn  
“A Premiere, a Fire Alarm and a Second Chance.”  The New York Times Oct 24, 2007 

“Most impressive, if one can single anyone out, was Neidich in his solo movement, “Abyss of the Birds.” Some phrases 
began imperceptibly and only gradually emerged from shadow into full presence. During long, loud notes he seemed 
to bend his pitch in a way Messiaen may not have intended, but which was spellbinding nonetheless. When a piquant 
bird call emerged at the end of one such moment, a wave of surprise rippled through the audience. This was the best 
performance I have heard of the quartet, and one of the very best things I’ve heard during two decades of Marlboro 
visits.” 

David Weininger 
“Uchida, Neidich connect at Marlboro.” The Boston Globe July 29, 2014 

“The Australian Chamber Orchestra was joined by New York clarinetist Charles Neidich for a historically informed and 
elegant performance of Mozart’s Clarinet Concerto in A Major. So accurate was his performance historically that Mr. 
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Neidich had an instrument built to replicate an 18th-century “bass clarinet.” Unlike the modern bass clarinet, the 18th-
century version played in an extended treble register, and Mr. Neidich played with richness and transparency 
throughout all the ranges. The clarinet was still evolving as an instrument in the 1790s, and it was both entertaining 
and enlightening to see and hear as close to what the instrument might have been like as one can get in this century. 

Mozart’s clarinet concerto dates from the last year of Mozart’s life, and in this work one could easily hear the lyricism of 
vocal duets from The Marriage of Figaro and the fiery coloratura of the Magic Flute’s “Queen of the Night” aria in the 
concerto’s three movements. As in Mozart’s most challenging vocal works, there were large intervallic skips and long 
melodic runs in the solo clarinet line, and Mr. Neidich handled all aspects of the concerto with ease. Playing with the 
orchestra at times and then breaking out for the solo lines, Mr. Neidich articulated cleanly and led the ensemble 
through both the drama and humor of the music. Teasing yet elegant cadenzas closed both the first and third 
movements, as Mr. Neidich drew out the poignant melodic lines and extended trills.” 

Nancy Plum 
“Orchestra From “Down Under” Dazzles Princeton With a Variety of Musical Styles and Instruments.” 

Town Topics April, 22 2015 
 

Latest album Review 
 
‘MOZART 1791’ 
Charles Neidich, clarinetist and conductor; Ensemble Clarimonia, Orchestra Solamente Naturali 
(Bremen Radiohall Records brh CD1402; one disc) 
The mellow, woodsy tone of the basset horn stars in this pleasing recording of works for basset horns and/or clarinets 
(in various configurations) and orchestra by Mozart and his Bohemian contemporary Jiri Druzecky. Charles Neidich’s 
reading of Mozart’s Concerto for Basset Clarinet in A (KV 622) radiates sunny serenity. But over the course of the 
following works, including Druzecky’s Concerto for three basset horns and orchestra in F and a reconstruction of 
Mozart’s Adagio in F for clarinet and three basset horns (KV 580a), the music takes on an inescapably narcotic quality.  
 

Corinna da Fonseca-Wollheim 
The New York Times February 18, 2015 
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